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TOKYO: Two South African footballers and a video
analyst have tested positive for the coronavirus in the
Tokyo Olympic Village, officials said yesterday, rais-
ing fears of a cluster just days before the opening
ceremony. The cases further darkened a gloomy
atmosphere around the 2020 Games, which will final-
ly open after a year’s delay on Friday but remain
widely opposed by the Japanese public.

Players Thabiso Monyane and Kamohelo Mahlatsi
and analyst Mario Masha are in isolation after testing
positive, Team South Africa said, adding that the
whole delegation had been following anti-coron-
avirus rules. “They have been tested on arrival, daily
at the Olympic Village and complied with all the
mandatory measures,” a statement said. South
Africa’s rugby sevens coach Neil Powell also tested
positive and is in isolation in the Japanese town
where the squad are training.

“The timing of the positive results suggests that
the PCR test in these individuals was done during the
incubation period of the infection, which is how they
could be negative in South Africa and then positive in
Japan,” said chief medical officer Phatho Zondi.

Organizers earlier said two athletes and a member
of their support staff had become the first cases in
the Olympic Village, without identifying those
involved. Fifty-five cases linked to the Games have
been discovered this month, including four athletes.

Competitors are flying in from around the world
for the pandemic-delayed Olympics, which are facing
a backlash in Japan due to the risk of fresh COVID
outbreaks. The Olympic Village, a complex of apart-

ments and dining areas in Tokyo, will house 6,700
athletes and officials at its peak when the Games get
underway.

The Tokyo Games will be held largely behind
closed doors to prevent infections. The Japanese cap-
ital remains under a coronavirus state of emergency
and has been battling a sharp uptick in cases.
Olympic officials have been at pains to play down the
health risks of the Games, which are taking place in

stringent anti-coronavirus conditions with athletes
tested daily.

“Mingling and crossing of populations is very lim-
ited. We keep the risk to an absolute minimum level,”
Olympic Games executive director Christophe Dubi
said yesterday. “We can ensure that transmission
between the various groups is almost impossible.”

But Tokyo residents appeared unsettled by the
cases in the Village. “I thought the Olympic Village

would be safer, so I am amazed that the virus even
got inside there. I think it’s dangerous,” cosmetics
company employee Riyoka Kasahara, 23, said.

‘Extra strain’
Separately, South Korean International Olympic

Committee member Ryu Seung-min tested positive
on arrival in Japan and was placed in isolation, a
spokesman for the body said. On Saturday, IOC pres-
ident Thomas Bach appealed for Japanese fans to
show support for the Games, saying he was “very
well aware of the skepticism” surrounding the event.

Athletes are arriving to find a restrictive environ-
ment, with daily testing, social distancing and no
movement possible outside the Olympic “bubble”.
They are under orders to leave Japan 48 hours after
their event. In another example of the difficulties,
Australia’s entire athletics team was quarantined
before departure after a member of their entourage
returned an inconclusive test. The official later tested
negative. “We expect that there’ll be cases associated
with these Games and really what’s going to matter is
how we respond to that and to ensure that there’s no
complacency,” said David Hughes, medical director of
the Australian Olympic team.

On Saturday, Games chief Seiko Hashimoto admit-
ted athletes are “probably very worried” about com-
ing to Japan, pledging full transparency over COVID
cases. Japanese and Olympic officials have also been
forced onto the defensive over a welcome reception
for Bach attended by 40 people, while Tokyo remains
under a coronavirus state of emergency. — AFP

NARITA: Members of the Netherlands delegation wait for screening and COVID testing upon their arrival on a flight
from Amsterdam at Narita International Airport in Narita, Chiba Prefecture yesterday, ahead of the 2020 Olympic
Games in Tokyo. — AFP

DAMASCUS: Syrian high jump player Majd Eddin Ghazal
trains for the Tokyo 2020 Olympics in Tishreen Sports City in
Damascus on June 30, 2021. — AFP

South African cases spark
cluster scare in Olympic Village

Kuwait’s Olympians
in Nihonmatsu
City greeted in style
TOKYO: Kuwait’s Olympians staying in the Japanese
city of Nihonmatsu have received a warm welcome
from locals in the surprising Kuwaiti style that would
make them feel at home. Upon their arrival, a group of
people from the Nihonmatsu Chamber of Commerce
and Industry has greeted Kuwait’s delegation near
their hotel with a large banner reading in the Kuwaiti
dialect of Arabic, “We are with you. Go for it. Welcome
here,” Vice-President Hideharu Ohta of the chamber
said yesterday. “We hoped to extend our welcome to
the athletes of Kuwait, which offered us tremendous
support in response to the earthquake. As physical
contact with them is prohibited due to COVID-19 con-
cerns, we arranged a support event in this way while
maintaining social distancing,” Ohta said.

“We sincerely wish that the Kuwaiti Olympians will
fully restore their energies here, which is rich with lush
greenery, and that they will produce outstanding
results in the upcoming games,” he added. The heart-

warming banner is now displayed at the hotel’s
entrance to encourage the athletes before and after
their training. In appreciation for Kuwait’s support fol-
lowing the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake,
Nihonmatsu City, located about 200 km northeast of
Tokyo, has applied to host the Kuwaiti team for a pre-
games training camp.

At least 10 top Kuwaiti players are partaking in the
Tokyo Games due between July 23 and August 8. Lara
Dashti and Abbas Qali will compete in swimming,
Abdulrahman Al-Fadhel in rowing and Mohammad Al-
Musawi in Karate. The other contenders are the shoot-
ers Abdulrahman Al-Faihan, Mansour Al-Rashidi,
Abdullah Turgi Al-Rashidi and Talal Turgi Al-Rashidi.
In the field-and-track, the participating Kuwaiti cham-
pions are Yaaqoub Al-Yoha and Madhawi Al-
Shemmari.

An online seminar aiming at familiarizing the local
residents with Kuwait was held earlier this month, in
which Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) representative in
Japan Miyoko Ishigami presented a one-hour lecture
about the Kuwaiti life and culture. The event, organ-
ized by the city’s chamber of commerce, included talks
between Ishigami and former State Minister for
Foreign Affairs Masahisa Sato, which was later joined
by the former Representative of Japan Cooperation
Center for the Middle East’s “Japan Desk” in Kuwait,
Akira Tanaka. — KUNA

Syria eyes Olympic
success in Tokyo
despite huge challenges
DAMASCUS: Syria is aiming to secure the war-bat-
tered country’s fourth-ever Olympic medal in Tokyo,
but one of its few world-class athletes is less opti-
mistic after struggling to access coaching and facilities
for the past four years. The decade-long civil war and
the effects of the coronavirus pandemic have drained
Syria’s resources and left elite sport low on the list of
priorities. High jumper Majd Eddin Ghazal, who fin-
ished seventh at the 2016 Rio Olympics before winning
a bronze medal a year later at the world champi-
onships in London, has trained for years under Syrian
coach Imad Sarraj, who he hails as one of the best in
the country. But Sarraj moved to Oman in 2017 to train
the national team there, leaving Ghazal without a
coach close at hand. “We have not found a solution to

this problem for four years,” Ghazal said.
“I am adamant on coach Imad Sarraj... but he

works in Oman and we are trying to get him to
Tokyo,” he added. Since returning from a few months
of training in Oman in March, Ghazal has had to train
without his coach, as the pandemic further complicat-
ed international travel. “The coronavirus affected the
course of the training plan,” he said. “My preparation
for the Rio Olympics was better,” added the athlete,
who has not participated in any international compe-
tition since 2019.

‘Nothing is impossible’
With little access to his coach, Ghazal said his con-

fidence had taken a hit. “I don’t know the truth of my
caliber,” he said. But the jumper with a personal best
of 2.36 meters still holds out hope he could snatch a
medal in Tokyo, which will probably be the 34-year-
old’s last Olympics. “Tokyo will be the fourth time I
participate in the Olympics and I am optimistic,” he
said. “Nothing is impossible if the prerequisites for
success are made available,” he added. Syria has won
a total of three Olympic medals in three different

sports, but the latest was at the 2004 Athens Games.
Firas Mualla, a former open water swimmer and the
current head of the Syrian Olympic Committee, insist-
ed the team of six competitors had prepared well.

Alongside Ghazal, they include weightlifter Man
Asaad, showjumper Ahmed Hamsho, swimmer Ayman
Kalzieh, triathlete Mohamed Masso and Hind Zaza, a
12-year-old table-tennis player and the team’s only
female member.

Mualla said training this year was more challenging
than preparations for Rio, but hopes were high, espe-
cially for the promising Asaad who finished 15th in the
super heavyweight 105kg class five years ago. “We
are optimistic about Man Asaad and his preparations
were good. Asaad and Majd Ghazal are our most
prominent team members,” he said. “We hope Man will
win a medal.” But Asaad is still recovering from a
shoulder injury he sustained at the 2020 Asian
Weightlifting Championships in Uzbekistan. “After the
Asian championship, I started having shoulder pains
and I hope to get through it,” he said. Undeterred, he
trains everyday with his brother and coach, Qais, fol-
lowing a “calibrated and comprehensive plan”. — AFP

TOKYO: Kuwaiti Olympic shooting team pose for a group picture with locals from the Japanese city of Nihonmatsu. 

BAGHDAD: Iraqi rower Mohammed Ryadh practices for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games on the Tigris River in the capital
Baghdad on June 8, 2021. — AFP

Kuwaiti Olympic swimmers are greeted by locals from the Japanese city of Nihonmatsu.— KUNA photos

For Iraq’s Olympians,
the Tokyo dream
is just taking part
BAGHDAD: For the four Iraqi athletes who have made
it to Tokyo, there is no realistic talk of medals. Having
overcome war, politics and pandemic, their dream is
simply to participate. With state financial support cut
off by political infighting for most of the run-up to the
Games and their locked-down foreign coaches unable
to offer more than virtual advice, Iraq’s small squad of
Olympians got there almost entirely by their own
efforts. Right up to November of last year, when a new
national Olympic chief was elected, watched over by
the International Olympic Committee by video link,
Iraq’s very participation in the Games was in doubt. A
nearly two-year battle for control of the National
Olympic Committee’s $25 million budget had seen Iraq
ostracized by the IOC and its athletes deprived of the
monthly stipends they rely on to prepare for competi-
tions. But despite the loss of state financial support
and the difficulties of travelling to qualifying events
during the coronavirus pandemic, two Iraqi hopefuls
managed to qualify for Tokyo.

Training by email
Rower Mohammed Ryadh, 27, will take part in the

men’s single sculls for the second Games in a row. But
he has no illusions about his medal chances after his
French coach of the past nine years, Vincent Tassery,
was prevented by restrictions linked to the pandemic
from travelling to Baghdad for the rower’s training ses-
sions on the Tigris. “I have a French trainer and
because of COVID he hasn’t been able to come to Iraq
so he sends me instructions by e-mail that I have to
work on by myself,” Ryadh told AFP at his makeshift
training base on the river bank.

“So the goal is just to take part in the Olympic
Games. We both know it’s not worth even thinking
about a medal,” the rower admitted. To date, Iraq has
won just a single Olympic medal — a silver for
weightlifting in Rome in 1960 — but it is not for want
of trying. At the 2016 Rio Games a total of 21 Iraqi ath-
letes competed in an array of disciplines including

football, judo, boxing and athletics as well as rowing.
But this year just one other Iraqi apart from Ryadh
qualified as of right — sprinter Dana Hussein, 35, for
the women’s 200 meters.

Hussein left it to mid-June to claim her berth with a
qualifying time of 22.51 seconds as she took gold in the
pan-Arab athletics championship in Tunis. Two other
Iraqis were handed wildcard slots after coming close
to their qualifying scores — 400 meter specialist Taha
Hussein and shooter Fatima Abbas. The four makes up
Iraq’s smallest squad of Olympians since its Games in
London in 1948.

Uday’s long shadow
Iraq’s Olympians were all children when Saddam

Hussein’s long years in power came to an end in the
US-led invasion of 2003. But the country’s Olympic
movement is only now recovering from the brutal two-
decade grip of the dictator’s sadistic eldest son Uday
who allegedly tortured athletes he deemed to have
underperformed.

The committee Uday headed was dissolved by the
US-led occupation authority after the invasion along
with all of the other instruments of Saddam’s rule. But
the manner of its dissolution, and the uncomfortable
fact that Saddam’s Iraq took part in multiple Olympics
before the dictator’s overthrow, left a question mark
over the legitimacy of the body that replaced it.

That cleared the way for the sports ministry to
launch a campaign to oust it in February 2019, leaving
athletes in financial limbo as the rump committee bat-
tled for control with a commission appointed by the
ministry. A new committee was finally set up last year
which held fresh elections to the IOC’s satisfaction in
November and Iraq returned to the Olympic fold.

But little of the state funding filters down to help
individual athletes cover the travel and training costs
involved in qualifying. “What’s sad is that you go to
these qualifying events and our authorities really don’t
care,” sprinter Dana Hussein told AFP. “It’s taken me 18
months of effort to book my place in Tokyo. I myself
had to pay many of the costs of getting training
abroad because the athletics federation has very limit-
ed means.” Hussein called for the Iraqi authorities to
draw up a long-term plan for the investment in sports
infrastructure the country was deprived of during
decades of war and international sanctions. “We need
a long-term roadmap — money, equipment and a
modern sports infrastructure,” she said. — AFP


